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By Tema Flanagan

The University of North Carolina Press, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Without corn, Tema Flanagan writes, the South would cease to taste like
the South. Her treasury of fifty-one recipes demonstrates deliciously just how important the
remarkable Zea mays is to southern culture and cuisine. Corn s recipes emphasize seasonality.
High summer calls for fresh corn eaten on the cob or shaved into salads, sautes, and soups. When
fall and winter come, it is time to make cornmeal biscuits, muffins, cobblers, and hotcakes, along
with silky spoonbread and sausage-studded cornbread stuffing. And the heaviest hitters, cornbread
and grits, are mainstays all year round.Flanagan also surveys corn s culinary history--its place in
Native American culture, its traditional role on the southerner s table, and the new and exciting
ways it is enjoyed in southern kitchens today. Appreciating how this oversized grass is capable of
providing sustenance in an astonishing array of forms, Flanagan organizes the book to reflect corn s
versatility. Sections feature corn in its full glory: fresh on and off the cob, dried and ground,
nixtamalized (soaked in an alkaline solution and hulled to make hominy) and popped, and mashed
and fermented....
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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